Release Notes for MP-M Initial Release
MP Install
 Windows: 1.0.10658
 Android: 1.0.10669
 iOS : 1.0.14
MP Manage
 Android: 1.0.10669
 iOS: 1.0.13
MP Firmware: 1.0.10597

New Features Include:


Initial release.

Known Issues
Following is a description of known issues that are scheduled to be remedied in an upcoming release.

MP Install















The MP3 player user interface in MP Manage is inconsistent with that in MP Install.
There is inconsistency between the gain reduction meter on the Overview screens and the gain
reduction meter on the AGC screen.
When working with the GPI “Recall Scene” selection window scrolling may lock up when being
simultaneously controlled by two Windows computers. Windows only.
When a scene is saved, the “Recall Omits – Levels & Sources and Outputs” switches may reset.
Windows only.
When the Cue Fader control pop-up displayed over “Music on Hold” and “USB Player screens,
moving the Cue Fader may change a selection on the underlying screen. iOS only.
When working with the MFC window, touching the Reset button will reset the MFC but the previous
name will be retained on the MFC screen.
In the Report, data entered into a field immediately before touching “Generate Report” is not
captured by the report. It is necessary to touch Enter on the keyboard before generating a report.
When controlling the app remotely from a second PC, the app may freeze. Windows only.
If a Reset is performed when the app is in offline mode, connected MP-Ms may no longer be
displayed in the “Resolve Window”. Connectivity may be restored by closing and re-launching the
app.
When the mixer is given a name that includes a space, the space is displayed as a square. Windows
only.
In “System Test” both channels of linked zones do not show as being selected even though the test
signal is sent to both.
Copy / Paste function does not work between 2-Trk Playback and Wi-Fi paging.
In the weeds



If the mixer is renamed, the new name may take some time to be updated in the mixer name tab at
the lower right corner of the app.

MP Manage


The MP3 player user interface in MP Manage is inconsistent with that in MP Install.

